
Volunteer Shift Information 
 

Welcome! We’re glad you’re here. Unless otherwise advised, volunteers will be 
working in Barn 3 (the lower barn).  

 
The majority of the horses in Barn 3 are turned out in Pasture 3 (see pasture maps).  
 
Resident Horses in Barn 3:  

Beauty -- Black senior Appaloosa mare, one-eyed and mostly blind 
Earl -- Brown and white senior Appaloosa gelding, old scarring on hind legs 
Nana Rose -- Stocky senior mustang mare  
Tahoe -- Brown/white senior Paint mare, one-eyed and visually impaired  
Misty -- Brown/white senior Appaloosa mare, fully blind  
Bella -- Dark bay Arabian mare, fully blind and high anxiety 
Honey Bun -- Cremello miniature, blind and companion to Bella  
(Additional stalls rotate) 

 
Notes:  
- Please do not attempt to groom Bella and Honey Bun without permission or 

assistance from OHR. They not sighted and very nervous around people.  
- When leading a blind or visually impaired horse, please move slowly and keep 

one hand on the horse at all times for their spatial awareness. The best place is 
under or around the jaw in order to guide the horse.  

- Please put everything back from where it came.  
- If you are uncomfortable at any point, please remove yourself from the situation 

for your own safety and the safety of the horses. 
- Ask for help if you need it. Help others when asked. Be kind and on time.  
- Be advised that our fences are electric, the pastures are muddy and slippery, and 

all horses have the potential to kick, bite, or otherwise cause injury. Be cautious 
and use good judgement.  

 
 
 

 
 



Afternoon Grooming 
Basic task: Brush Horses  

 
1. Upon arrival, volunteers should first identify their lead on shift. All questions or 

concerns should be conveyed to the lead.  

2. Collect a grooming tote from the metal cabinet in the feed room in Barn 3.  

3. If horses are inside, select a horse to groom then halter and lead the horse into 
cross ties or, if comfortable, tie in stall (must be trained on a quick release knot). 

4. Remove any blankets or sheets that may be on the horse, paying special 
attention to which blanket belongs to which horse and remembering to re-blanket 
when finished.  

5. Whenever possible, horses should be curry combed, hard brushed, soft brushed, 
and hoof picked until they are (relatively) free of mud, loose hair, and other 
debris. Please try to remove tangles in the mane and tail.  

6. When finished grooming, return the horse to the pasture or stall and rake up and 
dispose of any mess made.  

7. If time allows, repeat grooming process with another horse. If season allows, you 
may also bathe horses. 

8. Return grooming totes to metal cabinet and double-check that stall latches are 
shut and all implements, halters, or other materials have been put back where 
they belong.  

9. We encourage before and after photos of grooming (and love when these are 
posted to FB), so feel free to take pictures of your progress! 

Other Odd Jobs If Time Permits:  
● Scrub feed buckets 
● De-cobweb the barn  
● Sweep out the feed room  
● De-rock Bella and Honey Bun’s paddock 
● Scrub and clean / top off pasture water troughs  

 
 
 



PM Chores 
Basic Task: Clean and bed stalls, clean and refill water buckets 

 
1. Upon arrival, volunteers should first identify their lead on shift. All questions or 

concerns should be conveyed to the lead.  

2. Collect a wheelbarrow and a pitchfork from Barn 3. Begin by removing all feed 
bins or ground feeders on the floor of the stall-- set aside in aisle.  

3. If horses are inside, remove horse from stall and position in crossties. If 
comfortable, you may clean stalls with horses inside, but take care to orient blind 
horses to your location and don’t leave stalls doors open and unblocked.  

4. Pick out stalls and dispose of manure, wet shavings, compromised feed, or 
anything else that should not be in the stall in the wheelbarrow.  

5. Use a shovel or broom to strip, or scrape, Bella and Honey Bun’s stall clean.  

6. When full or at capacity for your ability to move it, dump the wheelbarrow in 
the large muck truck parked under the platform directly across from Barn 3. 
*MIND THE GAP* 

7. Repeat this process until all used stalls in Barn 3 have been cleaned.  

8. From the tractor or shavings truck, spread a light layer of fresh shavings in each 
stall about 1 inch thick. Do not bed Bella and Honey Bun’s stall.  

9. You may need your lead to drive the shavings truck over from elsewhere or you 
may need to wheelbarrow up to the pile in Barn 1 and get shavings by hand.  

10. Once stalls have been cleaned, dump water buckets outside and use 
outside hose to rinse out grime. Then scrub buckets clean. Sponges can be 
found on the shelves in the metal cabinet in the feed room.  

11. Replace the cleaned bucket in the SAME STALL and location it came from. 
Use the hose to refill buckets, taking care not to dip the end of the hose in the 
water as it fills for biosecurity purposes.  

12. If time allows, scrub feed buckets and replace in same stalls as well.  

13. Return all implements and tools to their place in the barn, rake up and dispose 
of any mess from cleaning stalls or bedding.  


